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From fan-favorite Scarlett St. Clair, the bestselling author of the Hades &
Persephone series, comes a new epic fantasy filled with danger, darkness, and
insatiable romance. Their union is his revenge. Isolde de Lara considers her
wedding day to be her death day. To end a years-long war, she is to marry
vampire king Adrian Aleksandr Vasiliev, and kill him. But her assassination
attempt is thwarted, and Adrian threatens that if Isolde tries kill him again, he will
raise her as the undead. Faced with the possibility of becoming the thing she
hates most, Isolde seeks other ways to defy him and survive the brutal vampire
court. Except it isn't the court she fears most—it's Adrian. Despite their undeniable
chemistry, she wonders why the king—fierce, savage, merciless—chose her as
consort. The answer will shatter her world.
Alice in Wonderland Keepsake Journal, Lewis Carroll's fantastic and zany world
of nonsense and impossibilities, now adorns a beautifully unique illustrated
journal! Fans of Alice in Wonderland, both old and new, will delight in this
beautiful keepsake journal, which pays homage to the ever popular and
whimsical Lewis Carroll tale. Each of this journal's 128 pages is lushly designed
and features well-known quotes from the classic story. Enjoy a short biography of
the author and ten unique card stock prints of zany quotes from memorable
characters such as the Cheshire Cat, White Rabbit, or the Catipillar. An ideal gift
idea for any lover of literature or aspiring writer, it evokes an appreciation for
words as well as inspirational ideas.
On October 13, 2016, Bob Dylan was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature,
recognizing his countless contributions to music and letters over the last fifty
years. Some months later, he delivered an acceptance lecture that is now
memorialized in book form. In 'The Nobel Lecture', Dylan reflects on his life and
experience with literature, providing both a rare artistic statement and an intimate
look at a uniquely American icon. From finding inspiration in the music of Buddy
Holly and Leadbelly to the works of literature that helped shape his own approach
to writing - 'The Odyssey', 'Moby-Dick', and 'All Quiet on the Western Front' - this
is Dylan like you've never seen him before.
Rebel, from Punk to Dior, is one of the most complete anthologies of its kind,
containing the best works of Janette Beckman. Known as one of the most
famous street photographers, with her feminine and underground touch, Janette
has portrayed the all-time greatest exponents of the Hip Hop, Punk and
underground scenes. From the images of rappers who have climbed the world
rankings to the most famous fashion campaigns ever, this book summarizes in
more than 240 pages and as many original photographs, the spirit of a
generation that made history and continues to influence the world of fashion and
the international collective imagination.
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Crossroads: A Glimpse into the Life of Alice Pasquini is the artist's first anthology,
one of the top female international street artists. In over 300 pages, 200 images
and a number of original extracts from her sketchbook, Crossroads tells the story
and showcases the artwork of Alice Pasquini. Alice is a prolific illustrator, creative
designer and painter who has been gifting cities with her artwork for over a
decade: through her work, women and children become an integral feature of any
urban surrounding. From large artwork - like the wall of the Italian Museum in
Melbourne - to small cameos in London or Marseille, Alice's creativity shines
through in every city thanks to her unique style. The images in Crossroads have
been taken from photographers the likes of Martha Cooper and Ian Cox. The
book is brought together by a foreword from the editor Paulo von Vacano, texts
by Jessica Stewart and journalists Nicolas Ballario (Rolling Stones) and Stephen
Heyman (New York Times), as well as article extracts by Steven P. Harrington
and Jaime Rojo - Co-founders of Brooklyn Street Art [BSA], Serena Dandini, DJ
Gruff and Chef Rubio.
Alice in Wonderland is an all time classic and you will be sure to enjoy the
graphics on the cover of this journal. This is a blank lined journal which you can
use as a daily diary or notebook. Each page has a small line at the top of the
page to capture the date of the entry into your journal. Other Features Include: 6
x 9 size Glossy Cover 200 pages White Blank Lined Paper This would make a
great gift for the "Alice in Wonderland" lover in your life!
Scurry down the rabbit hole and step through the looking glass with this
compilation of works from Lewis Carroll. Don’t be late--it’s a very important date!
Witty, whimsical, and often nonsensical, the fiction of Lewis Carroll has been
popular with both children and adults for over 150 years. Canterbury Classics's
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland takes readers on a trip down the rabbit hole in
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, where height is dynamic, animals talk, and
the best solutions to drying off are a dry lecture on William the Conqueror and a
Caucus Race in which everyone runs in circles and there is no clear winner.
Through the Looking Glass begins the adventure anew when Alice steps through
a mirror into another magical world where she can instantly be made queen if she
can only get to the other side of the colossal chessboard. Complete with the
original drawings by John Tenniel, this edition is a steal for new readers and
Carroll fans alike.
What colours would you choose for Alice s dress? Will your White Rabbit in fact
be a rainbow rabbit? With these beautifully detailed, black and white illustrations
by Nikki Wright you can create your own Alice in Wonderland storybook. This
edition will delight readers and colourists of all ages, from adults rediscovering
their love for this classic story through to young children encountering it for the
very first time. Celebrate the lasting impact of a finely crafted work of fiction, and
enjoy the therapeutic benefits of switching everything off and simply colouring in.
*THE ORIGINAL & BESTSELLING ALMANAC * 'Indispensable' - Sir Bob Geldof
hr A perfect toolkit connecting with the world around us and the year ahead as it
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unfolds - all in a compact and pocket size that just begs you to pick it up and
browse. The Almanac: A Seasonal Guide to 2020 reinvents the tradition of the
rural almanac for a new audience. It gives you the tools and inspiration you need
to celebrate, mark and appreciate each month of the year in your own particular
way. Divided into the 12 months, a set of tables each month gives it the feel and
weight of a traditional almanac, providing practical information that gives access
to the outdoors and the seasons, perfect for expeditions, meteor-spotting nights
and beach holidays. There are also features on each month's unique nature,
such as the meteor shower of the month, beehive behaviour, folklore and stories,
seasonal recipes and charts tracking moon phases and tides. You will find
yourself referring to the almanac all year long, revisiting it again and again, and
looking forward to the next edition as the year draws to a close. hr PRAISE FOR
THE ALMANAC: A SEASONAL GUIDE: 'The perfect companion to the seasons' India Knight 'This book is your bible' - the Independent 'An ideal stocking filler' The English Garden 'I love this gem of a book' - Cerys Matthews
The world of Red Queen comes to life in this stunningly illustrated coloring book
companion to the #1 New York Times bestselling series by Victoria Aveyard.
With both original black-and-white line drawings and beautiful hand-lettered
quotes, this coloring book brings to life the high-stakes moments in Mare’s
journey, which continues to thrill and captivate readers. Relive every adventure,
from Mare’s first night as the little lightning girl to the royal betrayal that changed
everything—and get ready to rise, Red as the Dawn.
The stunning Twilight Journal set features cover art and decorative two-colour
quotes from Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse and Breaking Dawn throughout, and is
packaged in a collectible tin.
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Sexy and satisfying, Big
Summer is the perfect quarantine read.” —USA TODAY “The beach read to end
all beach reads.” —Entertainment Weekly “Big fun, and then some. It’s
empowering and surprising—a reminder to put down the phone and enjoy each
moment for what it is.” —The Washington Post A deliciously funny, remarkably
poignant, and simply unputdownable novel about the power of friendship, the lure
of frenemies, and the importance of making peace with yourself through all life’s
ups and downs. From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Good in Bed
and Best Friends Forever, Big Summer is the perfect escape with one of the
most lovable heroines to come to the page in years. Six years after the fight that
ended their friendship, Daphne Berg is shocked when Drue Cavanaugh walks
back into her life, looking as lovely and successful as ever, with a massive favor
to ask. Daphne hasn’t spoken one word to Drue in all this time—she doesn’t
even hate-follow her ex-best friend on social media—so when Drue asks if she will
be her maid-of-honor at the society wedding of the summer, Daphne is rightfully
speechless. Drue was always the one who had everything—except the ability to
hold onto friends. Meanwhile, Daphne’s no longer the same self-effacing
sidekick she was back in high school. She’s built a life that she loves, including a
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growing career as a plus-size Instagram influencer. Letting glamorous, seductive
Drue back into her life is risky, but it comes with an invitation to spend a weekend
in a waterfront Cape Cod mansion. When Drue begs and pleads and dangles the
prospect of cute single guys, Daphne finds herself powerless as ever to resist her
friend’s siren song. A sparkling novel about the complexities of female
relationships, the pitfalls of living out loud and online, and the resilience of the
human heart, Big Summer is a witty, moving story about family, friendship, and
figuring out what matters most.
Lewis Carroll's classic book sees new life in this newly illustrated eBook. Over a
dozen original color illustrations are included in this book. The story tells of a girl
named Alice who falls down a rabbit hole into a fantasy world (Wonderland)
populated by peculiar, anthropomorphic creatures. The tale plays with logic,
giving the story lasting popularity with adults as well as children. It is considered
to be one of the best examples of the literary nonsense genre, and its narrative
course and structure have been enormously influential, especially in the fantasy
genre.
Nedskrevne notater og fotografier af den engelske forfatter og journalist Bruce
Chatwin (1940-1989) fra hans rejser i bl.a. Patagonien, Afghanistan og
Vestafrika.
What if Wonderland was in peril and Alice was very, very late? Alice is different
than other eighteen-year-old ladies in Kexford, which is perfectly fine with her.
She'd rather spend golden afternoons with her trusty camera or in her aunt
Vivian's lively salon, ignoring her sister's wishes that she stop all that "nonsense"
and become a "respectable" member of society. Alice is happy to meander to
Miss. Yao's teashop or to visit the children playing in the Square. She's also
interested in learning more about the young lawyer she met there, but just
because she's curious, of course, not because he was sweet and charming. But
when Alice develops photographs she has recently taken about town, familiar
faces of old suddenly appear in the place of her actual subjects-the Queen of
Hearts, the Mad Hatter, the Caterpillar. There's something eerily off about them,
even for Wonderland creatures. And as Alice develops a self-portrait, she finds
the most disturbing image of all-a badly-injured dark-haired girl asking for Alice's
help.Mary Ann. Returning to the place of nonsense from her childhood, Alice
finds herself on a mission to stop the Queen of Hearts' tyrannical rule and to find
her place in both worlds. But will she able to do so . . . before the End of Time?
Over 25 official crafting activities inspired by the Harry Potter films. Filled with
imaginative projects, this official book of craft activities channels the magic of the
Wizarding World into your home. Featuring over 25 crafts covering a range of
skill levels, Crafting Wizardry includes clear, step-by-step, illustrated instructions
so that the whole family can share in the magic. Inside you’ll learn how to craft
your very own wand, decorate your home to showcase your Hogwarts house
pride, create your own pop-ups, and so much more. Sprinkled with fun facts and
behind-the-scenes insights, this book also features film stills, original concept art,
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and blueprints from the making of the Harry Potter films to take you deeper into
the Wizarding World and further inspire your creativity. So get ready, it’s time for
some crafting wizardry!
New from Insight Editions’ best-selling Harry Potter Stationery Line, the Harry Potter:
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry Desktop Stationery Set brings a magical touch to
your everyday correspondence! Celebrate the artistry of the Harry Potter films with this
Hogwarts-themed stationery set, inspired by the colors and heraldry of the School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry. This collectible desktop set includes a 192-page pocket journal, 20 sheets of
letterhead paper, and 20 envelopes—all of which feature the iconic Hogwarts crest—and a quill
pen. Showcasing vibrant graphics and concept art from the beloved films, this finely crafted
stationery set invites fans into the magical world of Harry Potter.
Celebrate one of DC's most ironic hero-villain pairs with this set of two notebooks inspired by
Batman™ and The Joker™. Batman and Joker share an iconic history together as one of DC
Comic’s most famous pair of adversaries, and now they’re brought together again with this
two-pack set of Insight Editions’ best-selling notebooks. Each notebook contains high quality
64 ruled, acid-free pages that take both pen and pencil nicely to invite a flow of inspiration.
With stunning imagery inspired by The Dark Knight™ and The Clown Prince of Crime, this
notebook set is truly a must-have for Batman fans and comic book enthusiasts.
Cute Cat Notebook for primary school girls, boys, also college students, to be used for story
writing and other composition practice, as a planner and a journal. Specifications: Cover
Finish: Matte Dimensions: 7.44" x 9.69" (18.9 cm x 24.61 cm) Interior: Blank, White paper,
lined Pages: 100
Culinary correspondent Alice Zaslavsky's first book for young foodies takes readers on an
edible adventure; packed with delicious facts, clever cooking tips and kid-approved recipes.
Alice Zaslavsky has been described as "Andy Griffiths meets Heston Blumenthal," and this
book brims with her trademark energy and enthusiasm for all things food. Young readers will
be captivated by a feast of information: from avocados to zucchini and everything in between.
Alice aims to inspire a love of food in kids with her tasty book that's full of all the things you
ever wanted to know about food - and also some things you probably didn't!
This exciting new line of hard-cover journals showcases gorgeous illustrations from the
Bodleian Library's collections. Designed to be easily portable and fit in a small bag, each
journal includes lined pages, an expanding wallet for storing papers in the inside back cover
and is finished with a sturdy elastic band closure, ribbon marker, and elastic pen holder.
Produced with careful attention to finishing and details, these stunning journals make the
perfect gift for all writers and stationery lovers.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland has become one of the most influential works of children's
literature of all time, and it is hard to imagine Alice without picturing the illustrations made by
Sir John Tenniel. Tenniel (1820-1914) illustrated the first edition of Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland at Lewis Carroll's request, creating unforgettable illustrations of the Mad Hatter,
the Mock Turtle, and the Queen of Hearts, among many others. Those beloved characters are
featured here in a special new set of journals. Beautifully produced in hardback with lined
paper and integrated mono illustrations, colored page edges, ribbon marker, and printed
endpapers, these journals are the perfect gift for Wonderland fans.
Alice can't believe her eyes when a white rabbit wearing a waistcoat and carrying a pocket
watch dashes by her. She chases after him, down a rabbit hole to a strange land full of exotic
creatures, like the Mad Hatter and March Hare, a smiling Cheshire cat, a philosophical
caterpillar, and a temperamental croquet-playing queen. Alice can hardly keep track of all the
curious characters, let alone herself! ALICE IN WONDERLAND is an incredible feast for your
eyes, ears and heart that will captivate audiences of all sizes. Here you will find the 'Alice in
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Wonderland' complete collection: Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Alice Through the Looking
Glass The Hunting of the Snark Alice's Adventures Underground The Nursery 'Alice' Head
down the rabbit hole with Alice for a fantastic adventure!
About this item Large classic notebook with 120 ruled pages for notes, lists, musings, and
more available in two type paperback and hardcover measures 15.24 by 22.86 cm Colour
Black Ruling type Ruled Paper weight: 55 pound, 90 grams per square meter

In 1862 Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, a shy Oxford mathematician with a stammer,
created a story about a little girl tumbling down a rabbit hole. Thus began the
immortal adventures of Alice, perhaps the most popular heroine in English
literature. Matte Cover 8.5x11' Can be used as a coloring book
When sun flares hit the Earth, intense heat, toxic radiation and flooding followed,
wiping out much of the human race. Those who survived live in basic
communities in the mountains, hunting for food. For Mark and his friends,
surviving is difficult, and then an enemy arrives, infecting people with a highly
contagious virus. Thousands die, and the virus is spreading. Worse, it's mutating,
and people are going crazy. It's up to Mark and his friends to find the enemy and a cure - before the Flare infects them all ...
The Moleskine Project began as one artist s mission to fill a sketchbook cover to
cover. After exhibiting this work at Spoke Art Gallery, Rod Luff and
curator/gallerist Ken Harman Hashimoto decided to invite artists from around the
world to participate, each submitting artwork to fill up one spread of a
sketchbook. The artists came from a variety of creative fields, including film,
comics, fine art, illustration and more. The results were magical. This book
represents the second volume of the TMP book series, featuring works exhibited
at the 2017 Moleskine Project exhibition at Spoke Art Gallery San Francisco.
For fans of Love, Simon and I Wish You All the Best, a funny, honest, messy,
completely relatable story of a girl who realizes that love can be found in many
ways that don't involve sex or romance. From the marvelous author of
Heartstopper comes an exceptional YA novel about discovering that it's okay if
you don't have sexual or romantic feelings for anyone . . . since there are plenty
of other ways to find love and connection. This is the funny, honest, messy,
completely relatable story of Georgia, who doesn't understand why she can't
crush and kiss and make out like her friends do. She's surrounded by the
narrative that dating + sex = love. It's not until she gets to college that she
discovers the A range of the LGBTQIA+ spectrum -- coming to understand
herself as asexual/aromantic. Disrupting the narrative that she's been told since
birth isn't easy -- there are many mistakes along the way to inviting people into a
newly found articulation of an always-known part of your identity. But Georgia's
determined to get her life right, with the help of (and despite the major drama of)
her friends.
Record your own magical adventures with this Harry Potter: The Deathly Hallows
Ruled Notebook. This finely crafted notebook—one of six Harry Potter
notebooks—is designed to display the gorgeous concept art created for the Harry
Potter films, featuring fan-favorite locations such as Hogwarts School of
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Witchcraft and Wizardry. Fans can choose among the six notebooks—Gryffindor,
Slytherin, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw, Hogwarts, and Deathly Hallows—or collect them
all. This new addition to Insight Editions’ best-selling Harry Potter stationery line
adapts the design of our deluxe hardcover ruled journal in a new softcover
format. Featuring a flexible leatherette cover and 128 lined, acid-free pages of
high-quality, heavy stock paper, the Harry Potter: The Deathly Hallows Ruled
Notebook takes both pen and pencil nicely to encourage inspiration, inviting fans
to record their thoughts and chronicle their adventures.
The ever-fashionable Barbie is now an online influencer! Barbie's Instagram
@barbiestyle highlights her collaborations with fashion designers, her world
travels, and the cool things she does in her downtime. This paperback notebook
is designed to capture the sophisticated side of this iconic tastemaker. It features
glossy fashion photos on the front cover, stained pink edges, and ruled pages
where Barbie's fans can jot down their lists and ideas in style.
Edo-period screen w/trees & flowering plants, 18th century. Gold foil.
2022 Daily PlannerHarry Potter 2020-2021 Weekly PlannerInsights
Celebrate DC Comics’ Dark Knight with this deluxe hardcover journal showcasing
Batman rendered in gorgeous black-and-white inked linework by one of the artists who
made their mark on the Super Hero’s legacy. Few creators have defined the Dark
Knight's longstanding legacy, and comic book artist Greg Capullo stands among the
greats. Featuring original illustrations from his critically acclaimed run on DC Comics'
Batman series, this journal showcases his masterworks. With sturdy construction and
sewn binding, this journal lies flat, and the 192 lined, acid-free pages of high-quality
heavy stock paper take both pen and pencil nicely to invite a flow of inspiration.
Paperblanks Nocturnelle journal, a reproduction of an antique French binding, is based
on a cover designed in 1829 by publishers A. & W. Galignani for The Poetical Works of
Thomas Moore. This notebook cover suggests the fine Moroccan leather, structural
sturdiness, careful finishing and ridged spine preferred for bindings of that era
About this item LIMITED EDITION CANNAR NOTEBOOKS: The classic CANANR you
love with a cover that reflects your favorite books, movies & games, including Star
Wars, Dr. Seuss, Pokémon, Barbie, Alice in Wonderland, Batman, Harry Potter, Super
Mario & Transformers. DURABLE COVER & SOFT CLOSURE: Hold writing projects &
notes in your CANNAR notebook with an elastic closure band & inner storage folders.
Leather-like classic Moleskine cover & thick, ivory paper pages are perfect for writing
with fountain pens. GIFT QUALITY NOTEBOOKS: CANNAR planners, journals, and
notebooks come in hardcover or softcover and colors like black, red, blue, green, and
brown. The binding and cover have a durable finish, designed for daily journaling,
writing, and sketching. DELUXE QUALITY PAGES: CANNAR thick, ivory paper pages
in a hardcover Moleskine notebook, softcover Moleskine notebook, cahier or volant
journal, or Moleskine planner are perfectly textured for writing with a ballpoint pen,
fountain pen, or pencil. CANNAR QUALITY: We're dedicated to culture, travel, memory,
imagination, & personal identity--both physical & digital. We bring this commitment to
our notebooks, bags, apps & smart pens & notebooks. Made in Egypt with HONOR.
Cross the Streets is a multimedia exhibition that celebrates 40 years of the evolution of
street art in Rome. No other city has such an untouched history and so it is fitting that
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Rome begins its cultural regeneration from its streets and its past. Creative inspiration
has always been driven by instinct and these fleeting moments are preserved as
etchings on everything from caves to catacombs, from Pasquino to propaganda murals.
Rome remains one of the most important cities driving this movement and therefore it is
right to celebrate it at the Museum of Contemporary Art of Rome (MACRO).
Bring a magical touch to your studies with this weekly planner inspired by the Harry
Potter films. Following the 2020–2021 academic calendar (July–June), this planner
shows one week per spread, offering students plenty of room to track and record
homework reminders, test dates, study sessions, and more. Featuring elegant graphics
and imagery from the films throughout, this planner also includes a sheet of sticker
tabs, a ribbon marker, an elastic enclosure, and a pocket for storing keepsakes and
mementos.
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